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Ndepth Database Assessment Services —  
A Series of Database Health Checks

A DIVISON OF HOSTING.

Your business is thriving. Revenues are up, your employees are productive, and 
your systems are running well. Then tragedy strikes. One of your critical databases 
fails and work comes to a halt. You and your IT team are taken by surprise. Your 
business is at risk and all hands are on deck to evaluate and fix the problem. Why 
didn’t you — or your IT team — see this coming? 

Data problems can have a domino effect. One minor problem can trigger a chain 
of events that can bring down your database and your business.

This is why The Total Data Experts from Ntirety® offer Ndepth™ Database (DB) 
Assessment Services. Using a combination of commercial tools and Ntirety 
scripts, a seasoned database expert examines and analyzes your database(s) to 
rate its health and perform an impartial assessment of any risks or opportunities 
for improvement.

Why Choose Ndepth Database Assessment Services 
Get Access to World-Renown Database Experts
Ntirety’s database gurus are recognized industry experts who bring database and 
industry expertise, IT best practices, and a defined methodology to any project.

> Database expertise — Each Oracle team member has an average of 20 years  
of Oracle experience; each SQL team member has an average of 13 years of 
SQL experience.

> Industry expertise — Ntirety serves businesses across a wide array of industries 
including financial services, healthcare, insurance, manufacturing, and 
telecommunications. We understand your business and your IT operations.

> Best practices and a proven project methodology — Ntirety’s management  
and support teams bring knowledge, vast experience, and a track record  
of continued success — all of which have culminated in the development  
of well-defined, industry best practices and a unique methodology that  
they bring to every project.

With Ntirety Database  
Assessment Services,  
Discover How You Can:
> Improve database 

performance

> Maximize database 
availability and reliability

> Boost employee 
productivity 

> Enjoy peace of mind and  
be confident in your 
database environment

Solution Brief

With Databases, 
the Old Adage, 
“If It Ain’t Broke, 
Don’t Fix It” 
Never Applies!
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About Ntirety
Gain deep insight from the database gurus

Comprised of the world’s most enlightened database gurus, Ntirety’s quality-driven team has worked with Oracle since version 
3.0, and bring that same level of expertise to Microsoft SQL Server and MySQL. Our staff of experts has contributed their 
knowledge and shared their wisdom of the database sector by authoring many volumes on these key systems.

With every engagement, we deliver database enlightenment to our clients, mindfully monitoring the quality of our service and 
client outcomes. We take this so seriously that our teams’ compensation is based on the results of customer quality surveys. 
All to ensure that our clients receive the best possible service.
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Discover Your Database Environment 
Ntirety delivers a variety of different database assessment 
services to evaluate your database and cloud environments. 
Its methodology for database assessments includes 
data collection, analysis, and review phases. During the 
review phase, Ntirety presents all documentation and 
recommendations regarding the findings and any necessary 
remediation. The Ntirety team is then available to assist you 
with the implementation of any recommendations once you 
approve those efforts. 

With Ndepth Database Assessment Services, you will 
discover how to improve database performance, maximize 
database availability and reliability, boost employee 
productivity, and enjoy peace of mind knowing that your 
databases are operating at maximum efficiency.

Choose from a Variety of Ndepth Database  
Assessments
Depending on your needs, you can choose from a variety of 
specialty database assessments including:

Ndepth Core Database Assessment. From configuration and 
recoverability, to maintenance and security, this assessment 
evaluates all major aspects of your database environment.

Ndepth Database Performance Assessment. Evaluates 
critical components and database performance focusing 
on indexes to ensure your DB performance isn’t negatively 
impacting overall application performance.

Ndepth Advanced Database/Application Performance 
Assessment. This assessment provides an in-depth 
analysis of your database infrastructure — including a 
review of database best practices, index usage, SQL code 
performance, and growth modeling — to identify the root 
cause of application performance issues, determine whether 
your current server specifications can support your current 
workload, and delivers recommendations on what resources 
you need for future growth.

Ndepth Database Consolidation/Virtualization Assessment. 
Includes a thorough review of the databases in your 
environment to assess how you can eliminate database 
sprawl and create an implementation plan to move to a 
virtualized environment.

Ndepth Database Upgrade/Migration Assessment. 
Evaluates your database environment to determine the 
impact of upgrading or migrating your databases; includes 
recommending a plan and the preparation steps necessary 
to make for an easy, fast, and more predictable process.

Ndepth Database Security Assessment. A best practice 
review of your IT environment, configurations, and all 
parameters at the database, instance, and operating system 
level provides you with recommendations and remediation 
services to detect a breach, prevent threats, and protect and 
preserve the integrity and security of your data.

Supported Environments
Ntirety can provide database assessment services on 
Microsoft SQL Server, Oracle, or MySQL databases residing 
in traditional data centers, hosted data centers, Amazon 
Web Services (AWS), or Microsoft Azure™.

For additional information, please visit www.ntirety.com  
or email info@ntirety.com

To purchase services, please visit  
http://ntirety.com/contact/  
or call 781.474.4400.

“We benefit from the wealth of 
experience that Ntirety has. 
Ntirety knows the standard, 

and sometimes non-standard, 
solutions because they’ve  
seen and experienced the  

problems before.”  
Egenera
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